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Abstract: A projection moiŕe profilometer is presented in which both
projection and optical demodulation are realized with liquid crystal light
modulators. The computer generated grids, realized on thinfilm transistor
matrices, allow phase-stepping and discrete grid averaging without the need
for any mechanically moving component. Spatial line pitch and phase steps
can thus be readily adjusted to suit the measurement precision and object
geometry. The device is able to perform topographic measurements with a
height resolution of 15µm on every pixel of the recording device.
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1. Introduction

Grid or structured light projection profilometry is an optical technique which allows to quantify
the 3-D shape of surfaces [1]. A grid of straight lines is projected onto the surface of a diffusely
reflective object. When this line image is observed under an angle with the projection direc-
tion, the lines deform due to the object surface shape, and this deformation can be interpreted
as a frequency modulation of the grating pitch. To obtain full field quantitative shape data, es-
sentially two different methods are used for demodulation of these lines and extraction of the
height information.

In one scheme, the projected line image is recorded directly, and the demodulation is per-
formed digitally [2-6]. As this method only needs a simple optical setup using a single image,
it is fast. However it has the major disadvantage that the camera needs to fully resolve the indi-
vidual projected grid lines on the object, while the sensitivity depends on grid pitch. High shape
accuracy can thus only be obtained using cameras with very high spatial resolution. The gray
scale resolution of the camera is also left unused in the demodulation process, as the gray values
are only used in the recorded images to locate the position ofthe lines. In ideal circumstances,
a one bit camera would suffice to locate the black and white grid lines (if resolved). To extract
the shape information from this kind of images, basically two approaches exist. One is digi-
tal moiŕe interferometry using virtual interference with a computer generated grid [2], or with
a pre-recorded reference image in a video frame buffer [3, 4]. Another approach using direct
recording of the grid lines is based on frequency domain techniques, which perform Fourier
analysis on the deformation of the lines [5, 6]. In any case, at some point in both approaches the
image grid lines need to be removed by a type of filtering, at the expense of spatial resolution.
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In the other basic scheme for demodulation, the image of the deformed lines is projected onto
a second grid, identical to the projection grid, and is referred to as optical moiŕe interferometry
[7-11]. The geometric interference between the deformed and the undeformed grid leads to the
formation of so called moiré fringes, which represent contours of equal object height.They can
be interpreted as the intersection of the object with a set ofsubsequent bright and dark planes,
called fringe planes which (in the ideal case) have a fixed equidistant fringe plane distance. By
changing the relative distance between the projection and observation grating, the phase of the
moiré fringes changes, and arctangent methods can be applied to calculate object height from
a set of phase shifted moiré interferograms [12-14]. The method needs a more complex optical
setup, but it has the major advantage that the camera does notneed to resolve the fine projected
grid lines, as the demodulation is now performed optically by the second grid: the camera only
needs to record the low frequency moiré fringes. In this manner, fine grids can be used to
obtain high resolution, even with low spatial resolution cameras. The essential advantage of the
method is that the gray scale dimension of the camera is now actively used in the calculation of
the shape information. The gray values are not just used to locate the grid lines, but the change
in gray scale value between phase shifted moiré fringes is used. The moiré fringes are however
superimposed on the remaining fine grid lines, which is called grid noise (cf. Fig. 1(A)). Since
the method does not use the image of the grid lines themselves, residual grid noise can be
removed by simultaneously translating the projection and observation grating in their own plane
[8, 9]. During this translation, the relative distance between the two grids is kept the same, so
that the phase of the moiré fringes remains unchanged. This grid averaging can be performed by
a continuous motion during continuous acquisition of the moiré interferogram, or by recording
the moving grids at discrete instants in time [15]. The result is called a moiŕe topogram, shown
in Fig. 1(B), in which all grid noise is ‘washed’ away. To obtain the phase changes on the one
hand, and the grid averaging on the other hand, precise mechanical translation of both grids is
needed. In phase-stepping methods phase unwrapping is an inevitable procedure to remove the
2π-phase jumps in order to recover the absolute phase, cf. Fig.1(C,D).

Fig. 1.A : moiré interferogram of a sphere with fringes and grid noise after optical demodu-
lation. B: moiré topogram of the sphere with altitude contour fringes using grid averaging:
grid noise is no longer present.E: the 4-bucket phase-stepped algorithm delivers a wrapped
phasemap with 2π jumps.F: after unwrapping and calibration a continuous height map is
obtained.
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Recently, the use of a single liquid crystal light modulatorfor the projection of the grid lines
was introduced [16-20]. This method has the advantage that the grating pitch, and therefore
the sensitivity, can be easily adapted to the measurement problem at hand, and allows the im-
plementation of new advanced unwrapping methods based on recordings with different grid
pitches. However, this was always combined with digital moiré or Fourier profilometry. We
now propose a new technique in which we use two separate liquid crystal light modulating
grids, one for projection and one for optical demodulation,and which combines the previously
obtained flexibility with the advantages of optical demodulation. With our setup, phase stepping
and grid averaging can be realized without any mechanicallymoving parts. We will discuss the
optical design and theoretical background of our method, and demonstrate its capabilities.

2. Device design

2.1. Optical setup

Fig. 2. Schematic layout of the liquid crystal grids setup for projection moiré. LensL1
projects the light going through liquid crystal grid unitLCG1 onto the surface, creating a
shadow of gridG1 on it. The projected line pattern is modulated by the object’s geometry,
and projected onto gridG2 of LCG2 by lensL2. The created interferogram is recorded by
a CCD imaging device with lensL3. A light path from point(x1,y1,z1) on G1 to surface
pointS(x,y,z), and fromS to (x2,y2,z2) onG2 is drawn.

The schematic representation of our new projection moiré setup is represented in Fig. 2.
Surface height is expressed as distance along theZ-axis. The origin of the coordinate system is
chosen in the vicinity of the object’s surface (shaded) and on the symmetry axis of the setup.
The projection and observation lens, respectivelyL1 andL2 (150mmSchneider G-Claronf/9),
are positioned symmetrically at distanceD above and below this axis. The magnification is
chosen equal to 1 : 1 by positioning the object and the two grids (G1 for projection andG2 for
optical demodulation) at distanceL = 2 f from the lenses. The line grids are formed on 0.7-
inch matrices of thin film transistors (1024×960 p-Si TFT contrast ratio 1 : 400), of which the
TFT pixels can be controlled separately by a computer. By grouping pixel columns together to
form a periodic (square) line grid, a liquid crystal light modulating grid is created. Both liquid
crystal light modulators are placed between two linear polarizers with orthogonal polarization
direction. When aTFT pixel is fully activated, it rotates the incoming polarizedlight over 90
degrees. In that case, the light can pass through the second orthogonal polarizer, thus creating a
bright transparent pixel. Otherwise when theTFT is inactive, the incoming polarized light is not
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rotated and therefore absorbed by the second polarizer, creating a dark pixel. The combination
of a TFT grid Gi with its two polarizersPi andP′

i forms what we will call a liquid crystal based
grid (LCGi). The collimated light source (200W UHP with 2000 lumen) behindLCG1 is not
shown on Fig. 2. ACCD camera (PixelFlyPCO210XS1540) with 640×480 pixels and a 12-bit
gray scale range (4096 values) takes an image of the moiré interference pattern on gridG2,
which contains the interferogram with fringes and grid noise after transmission throughLCG2.
The camera has a macro imaging lensL3 (50mmSuper-Takumar Asahif/1.4) and is positioned
along the observation axis, and not orthogonally behindG2, to avoid vignetting. This oblique
orientation has little influence on the image as the depth of field of theCCD imaging lens covers
the entire depth of the grid. APC software environment created in MATLAB R2007a controls
the entire setup: generating the grids on bothTFT matrices with the necessary simultaneous
or relative pixel shift, taking theCCD-recordings, performing the necessary calculations (see
section 2.2) and phase-unwrapping, and finally saving and displaying the three-dimensional
surface result.

2.2. Theory

The intensityI0 of the light source is spatially modulated byLCG1, and the modulation pattern is
projected byL1 onto the surface of the object. For simplicity we will assumethatG1 generates
a line pattern with a sinusoidal cross section and periodp. The transmission ofLCG1 can be
written as

T1(x1) =
1
2

+
1
2

sin

(

2πx1

p
+φ1

)

(1)

with x1 the position on the X-axis along the gridG1 andφ1 the initial arbitrary grid phase. In
reality we use a square grid transmission profile which can beexpressed in sinusoids:

T ′(x) =
1
2

+
2
π

∞

∑
n=1,odd

1
n

sin

(

2πnx
p

+φ1

)

(2)

The higher order components of the resulting intensity profile are however reduced by the
limited bandwidth of the projection and demodulation lens,and it has been shown that the
presence of the higher orders basically leads to the same result [11].

The projected intensity profile on the surface becomes frequency modulated by the object’s
shape when observed under an angleψ. The surface of the object is imaged by lensL2 onto
LCG2 grid G2, which also has periodp. Transmission of the light through the liquid crystal grid
unit LCG2 is again described by a multiplication of the light by transmission profileT2(x2) =
1
2 + 1

2 sin
(

2πx2
p +φ2

)

, with x2 the position along the second grid on the X-axis and arbitrary

phaseφ2. The created interferogram is recorded by aCCD. So light from(x1,y1,z1) onG1 falls
on the surface pointS(x,y,z) and is reflected onto gridG2 point(x2,y2,z2), cf. Fig. 2. The length
of this light path is definedr(x,y,z). Transmission through lensL1 andL2 create insertion losses
ρ1 andρ2, and the reflectivityR(x,y) on the surface is position dependent. For the intensityI at
pointS(x,y,z) on the surface, seen by theCCD, we obtain

I(x,y,z) = T2(x2)ρ2R(x,y)ρ1T1(x1)
I0

r2(x,y,z)
(3)

= A(x,y,z)

[

1
2

+
1
2

sin

(

2π(2D−x+dx1)

p
+φ1

)]

×

[

1
2

+
1
2

sin

(

2π(−2D−x−dx2)

p
+φ2

)]

(4)
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with A(x,y,z) = I0ρ1ρ2R(x,y)
r2(x,y,z)

constant during phase shifting. The positionsx1 andx2 have been
substituted in (4) using

x1 = 2D−x+dx1 y1 = y2 = −y−dy (5)

x2 = −2D−x−dx2 z1 = z2 = 2L = 4 f (6)

Geometry shows thatdx1 = zD−x
L−z , dx2 = zD+x

L−z anddy = z y
L−z. Working out expression (4) gives

I(x,y,z) =
A
4

{

1+sin

(

2π
(

2D−x+zD−x
L−z

)

p
+φ1

)

+sin

(

2π
(

−2D−x−zD+x
L−z

)

p
+φ2

)

...

+
1
2

[

−cos

(

2π
(

−2x−z 2x
L−z

)

p
+φ1 +φ2

)

+cos

(

2π
(

−4D−z 2D
L−z

)

p
+φ1−φ2

)]}

(7)

Note that the second, third and fourth term all have a dependency onx. If we rewrite the second
term to

sin

(

2π
(

2D+zD−x
L−z

)

p
+φ1

)

cos

(

2πx
p

)

−cos

(

2π
(

2D+zD−x
L−z

)

p
+φ1

)

sin

(

2πx
p

)

(8)

we notice thesin
(

2πx
p

)

andcos
(

2πx
p

)

factor which can be interpreted as a high-frequency mod-

ulation of the light withx. Therefore the second term as well as the third and fourth terms, are
interpreted as the grid noise. The last term in Eq. (7) is solely modulated by the object surface
heightz and causes the bright and dark moiré fringes. We can conclude that the multiplica-
tion of the modulated grid lines with the second grid’s transmission profile delivers an optical
demodulation of the height information.

As stated in the introduction, grating noise can be removed by translating both grids simulta-
neously. One option is to integrate the recorded light over precisely timeT = p

v while moving
the grids at constant velocityv over exactly one periodp (which is technically difficult and
sensitive to errors). The movement of both gratings with speedv can be described by adding a
time dependent part to the constant arbitrary phase:

φi → φi +
2πv

p
t (9)

In Eq. (10) and (11) is shown that the second term of Eq. (7) becomes zero for integration time
T = p

v (similar for the third and fourth term).

A
4

∫ T

0

[

sin

(

2π
(

2D−x+ D−x
L−z +vt

)

p
+φ1

)]

dt (10)

=
pA
8πv

[

cos

(

2π(2D−x+ D−x
L−z )

p
+φ1

)

−cos

(

2π(2D−x+ D−x
L−z +vT)

p
+φ1

)]

(11)

So expression (7) can be reduced to

IT(x,y,z) =
TA(x,y,z)

4

{

1+cos

(

2π
(

−4D−z 2D
L−z

)

p

)}

(12)

with removal of the constant phase offset by definingφ1−φ2 = 2π4D
p . Another option leading

to (12), is integrating over a very long periodT ≫
p
v at constant velocityv until the grid noise

falls below the dynamic range of the camera [11].
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Both procedures are called continuous grid averaging, which can only be realized by me-
chanically moving the grids. With our liquid crystal light modulators, grid noise can be removed
without any moving part, using discrete grid averaging.

2.3. Discrete grid averaging

To remove grid noise, we now recordN static interferograms, each with an extra phase shift
Φ for both grids. The transfer function of both grids during the capture of thek-th picture is
expressed as

Ti(xi) =
1
2

+
1
2

sin

(

2πxi

p
+φi +kΦ

)

(13)

by changing the arbitrary phase of the transmission profilesto

φi → φi +kΦ (14)

Calculating the interferogram intensity with transmission profile (13), or by simply substituting
(14) in (7), the average of all recordings with exposure timeT gives us the topogramIN(x,y,z).

IN(x,y,z) =
TA(x,y,z)

4N

N

∑
k=1

{

1+sin

(

2π
(

2D−x+zD−x
L−z

)

p
+φ1 +kΦ

)

...

+ sin

(

2π
(

−2D−x−+zD+x
L−z

)

p
+φ2 +kΦ

)

...

+
1
2

[

−cos

(

2π
(

−2x−z 2x
L−z

)

p
+φ1 +φ2 +2kΦ

)

+cos

(

2π
(

z 2D
L−z

)

p

)]}

(15)

=
TA(x,y,z)

4

{

1+
1
2

cos

(

2π
(

2zD
L−z

)

p

)

...

+
1
N

N

∑
k=1

[

sin

(

2π
(

2D−x+zD−x
L−z

)

p
+φ1 +kΦ

)

+sin

(

2π
(

−2D−x−zD+x
L−z

)

p
+φ2 +kΦ

)]

...

−
1

2N

N

∑
k=1

cos

(

2π
(

−2x−z 2x
L−z

)

p
+φ1 +φ2 +2kΦ

)}

(16)

Equation (12) resurfaces in the first two terms of Eq. (16), again representing the moiré fringes.
Notice how it is independent ofN andΦ. To make the remaining terms (the grid noise) dis-
appear, we need to pose certain conditions onN andΦ . Let us consider the first noise term,
which we can rewrite in the following manner when we assumeN even:

TA
4N

N

∑
k=1

[

sin

(

2π
(

2D−x+zD−x
L−z

)

p
+φ1 +kΦ

)]

(17)

=
TA
4N

N
2

∑
k=1

[

sin

(

2π
(

2D−x+zD−x
L−z

)

p
+φ1 +kΦ

)

+sin

(

2π
(

2D−x+zD−x
L−z

)

p
+φ1 +(

N
2

+k)Φ

)]

=
TA
2N

N
2

∑
k=1

[

sin

(

2π
(

2D−x+zD−x
L−z

)

p
+2φ1 +(

N
2

+2k)Φ

)

cos
NΦ
4

]

(18)
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We now see that this noise term will cancel out whenΦ = 2π
N (2l + 1) with l ∈ IN and N

2 ∈

IN0. The second noise term vanishes in a fully analogous way under the same condition. The
third noise term in (16) however does not always disappear under this condition, compare (19)
with (18). If we however substituteΦ = 2π

N in (19) and makeN a multiple of four, after some
mathematics we obtain Eq. (20), showing that the final noise term also becomes zero.

−
TA
4N

N
2

∑
k=1

[

cos

(

2π
(

−2x−z 2x
L−z

)

p
+φ1 +φ2 +(

N
2

+2k)Φ

)

cos
NΦ
2

]

(19)

= −
TA
2N

N
4

∑
k=1

[

cos

(

2π
(

−2x−z 2x
L−z

)

p
+φ1 +φ2 +

3π
2

+2kΦ

)

cos
π
2

]

(20)

To summarize, we have to takeN = 4 or 8 or 12 or 16... images with corresponding phase
stepsΦ = π

2 or π
4 or π

6 or π
8 ... (or grid pixel shifts

ppix
N ) for both grids in between recordings,

to perform discrete grid averaging and to obtain a topogram without grid noise. As we will
be performing the simultaneous grid shifts digitally on twoliquid crystal grids, the minimal
displacement of such a virtual grid is 1TFT pixel. To extract the height by applying the 4-bucket
phase-stepping algorithm (see below), we need four equallyspaced relative grid shifts in one
grating period, which requires the pixel periodppix of our digital grid also to be a multiple of 4.

Expressed in formulas, we get

Φ =
2π
N

(2l +1) ∆ = p
2π Φ = p

N (2l +1) ∆pix =
ppix

N
(2l +1) (21)

with l ∈ IN and N
4 ≤

ppix
4 ∈ IN0. According to this theory, grid noise can be perfectly removed

using justN = 4 images in the discrete averaging process. In practice however, common liquid
crystalTFT’s only have a limited fill factor: In between pixels are inactive zones which remain
opaque. During discrete averaging these very fine dark linescan not be made to move, while
the formulated theory needs discrete but completely movinggratings. They generate some extra
grid noise. The use of more averaging images than 4 is thus needed to diminish the contribution
of this fixed line pattern to the image content.

We end up with a measured imageI(x,y,z) to which we added an offset termB(x,y) to
incorporate background illumination and other undesirable effects:

I(x,y,z) =
TA(x,y)

4

[

1+
1
2

cos

(

2π
(

2zD
L−z

)

p

)]

+B(x,y) (22)

To extract the heightz from (22), we apply the 4-bucket algorithm on four phase-stepped moiŕe
topogramsI1→4 with respectively a relative grating shift 0,p

4 , 2p
4 and 3p

4 , each causing an extra
phaseπ

2 :

arctan

(

I4− I2
I3− I1

)

=
4πD

p
z

L−z
≈

4πD
p

z
L

(23)

with z≪ L. This also shows that a full fringe plane distanceλ (bright and dark fringe) has been
completed every time the heightz changespL

2D .

3. Performance and results

We will demonstrate the performance of our moiré device with liquid crystal grids on several
objects. A stringent condition for the applicability of a moiré technique is the need for diffusely
reflective surfaces. We counter low or direct specular reflectivity by applying a thin layer of
magnesium oxide powder (MgO) on the surfaces [21], unless otherwise mentioned.
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3.1. Grid noise removal and grid period

From Eq. (23) we obtained the expression for the fringe planedistanceλ = pL
2D which is directly

dependent on periodp. Within everyλ , the phase (corresponding to the heightz) has evolved
over 2π and is obtained from gray scale variations within this interval by the arctan method.
The number of detectable gray scale values thus determines the number of height steps in each
fringe plane distanceλ . For a certain camera (e.g. with 4096 gray values) and a certain setup
(with fixed L andD), the only way to increase the height sensitivity is by usinga smaller pitch
p so that the same gray scale range is obtained on a smaller fringe plane interval.

All grids are created digitally by activating groups ofTFT pixel columns, thus obtaining
liquid crystal light modulators. EachCCD pixel has a measured dimension of 19µm in object
space, and eachTFT pixel measures 11.8µm. With liquid crystal computer grids, periods are
easier expressed in pixel columns (ppix) than in millimeters (p), which is why we will use
ppix from now on. TheCCD has a resolution of 640×480 pixels, which in our optical setup
corresponds to an image field of 12.2×9.1mm. As the moiŕe information is demodulated by
the second grid, and remaining grid lines are averaged out, the number ofCCD pixels only
determines the number of objects points on which height is measured.

We tested the grid noise removal theory of section 2.3. Equation (21) states thatN images
should be taken with both grids shifted over∆pix =

ppix
N pixels between each recording, and

N a multiple of 4, to fully remove the grid noise. As we already explained, the limited fill
factor of about 80% of each liquid crystal light modulating pixel also introduces a fine line
fixed grid, so more than the minimal theoretical 4 images willbe needed to average out all grid
noise. The higher the number of averaged imagesN, the better the grid noise removal will be
able to suppress the fine fixed grid. Of course, averaging overmore frames takes more time,
so we look for an optimized numberN without unnecassary increase of measuring time. To
determine the optimal numberN of frame avergings, we measured the standard deviation of the
difference between the measured cross sections through theheight profile of a flat plate and the
theoretical ideal shape, with systematic distortions removed, for different numbers of averaging
steps. Fig. 3 shows these standard deviations obtained fromtopograms withN averaged images.
This standard deviation has two main causes: residual grid noise after grid averaging (caused
by the fine fixed grid) and noise of the optical system (electronic noise from theCCD, noise in
the background illumination etc.).

Fig. 3. Standard deviation on height measurements when using the discrete grid averaging
theory withN images.
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The standard deviation decreases dramatically when going from N = 4 to 8. The averaging
over 4 images clearly still contains residual grid noise. Using 8 images, results are far better, and
with N = 12 or 16 the residual grid noise disappears in the measurement noise floor. Once the
grid noise is fully removed, standard deviation can be further decreased by increasing the num-
ber of averagings. This decrease however evolves only proportionally to the root of the number
N, thus demanding many more image recordings (and time) before significant improvements
are achieved. Clearly, nothing is gained anymore by using more thanN = 16 image recordings.

As the LCG’s allow easy adaptation of their grid period, an optimal setting can easily be
chosen. To demonstrate this, we have used different grid periods ppix in measurements on an
oblique flat plate. It was clear that a larger period and therefore a larger fringe plane distance
λ , gives rise to fewer phase jump errors, but also lower resolution. In principle, the highest
resolution is obtained with the smallest period but, as previously stated, the minimal periodppix

has to be at least 4TFT pixel columns. Throughout this paper we used square gratings, so half
of everyLCG periodppix is inactive and dark and the other half is transparent. Recordings with
periodsppix = 4,8,12,16,20,32 were taken, and showed that periodppix = 4 (consequently
combined with the bad discrete grid averaging ofN = 4) gave a poor result. Four pixel columns
form a very high frequency grid (transparent regions of onlyabout 25µm) which are poorly
resolved by the projection and demodulation lens. Periods of ppix = 8 and more gave good
results, also because we then can apply discrete grid averaging of N = 8 and more.

All following measurements made with our device are either constructed fromN = 8 dis-
cretely averaged images with periodppix = 8 pixel columns, orN = 16 with ppix = 16 for best
image quality. In the latter case, a measurement takes several seconds as 16 images (of in-phase
shifted grids) for each of the 4 relative phase shifted topograms have to be recorded.

3.2. Resolution

To obtain the height resolution of our digital moiré device, we made repeated surface recordings
of a flat plate using optimal settings, namelyppix = 16 andN = 16. From the reconstructed
surfaces of the flat plate, we compared the center horizontalline with a straight line. Several
differences between the measured profile and the theoretical straight line are plotted in the
upper part of the graph in Fig. 4. The three plotted curves fall on top of each other and differ
less than±15µm from the ideal straight line.

Fig. 4. TOP: difference between the measured profile and an ideal straight plane along a hor-
izontal cross section for three representative measurements. A (systematic) error with am-
plitude of about 15µm is present. BOTTOM: difference between two subsequent recorded
shape profiles, showing a noise floor of about 5µm.
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The curve in the upper part of Fig. 4 shows in every differencecurve a low frequency vari-
ation, pointing to a systematic error which we will discuss later. If we subtract two subsequent
shape measurements, we remove the systematic error and obtain the curve shown in the lower
part of Fig. 4. This shows the noise limit of our system, with amplitude 5µm.

3.3. Phase versus height calibration and focal depth

In Eq. (23) we obtained the phase from 4 phase shifted images,which can be translated to an
altitudez. The conversion factor4πD

pL can be calculated from the geometry parameters of the
setup, but it is easier and better to calibrate directly by comparing the phase change between
two measured surfaces that are shifted over a known distancealongZ [22]. By dividing the
known physical object shift and the difference of the phase at a certain point, the conversion
factor was found to be 0.137mm/radian for a grid of ppix = 16. This means that the distance
between two dark or two bright moiré fringes are separatedλ = 2π ×0.137mm= 0.858mm
fringe plane distance apart forppix = 16 pixels. From now on, we will always show calibrated
results in millimeters.

Fig. 5. Ratio of the measured height over the actual mechanical height displacement at
Z-steps of 350µm for pixel coordinates(100,100), (100,550), (240,320), (350,100) and
(350,550). Deviation of unity is less than 5% over a 5mmrange.

To check linearity of theZ-scaling, we measured the flat plate object positioned at increasing
depth steps of 350µmover a distance of everal millimeters alongZ. The height was determined
at the corners and in the center of the image. In Fig. 5 we show the measured height normalized
by the actual applied translation, for all five points, as a function of measurement depth. The
figure shows that within a range of 5mm nearly perfect linearity is obtained over the entire
imaging field. At the positionz= 0mm, where the conversion factor was initially determined,
the ratio is of course exactly 1 (within the measurement precision). The value for the ratio
becomes gradually slightly larger (< 5%) when going 2.5mmcloser to the camera, and slightly
smaller going backwards. We will address this in the discussion.

3.4. Spherical objects and difference in reflectivity

As a realistic test object, we used spheres from ball bearings with a measured diameter of
7.99mmand 15.8mm. Images at different stages of the moiré topography process for the small-
est sphere were already shown in Fig. 1. They lead to the three-dimensional surface presented
in Fig. 6. We usedppix = 16 andN = 16 for all recordings in this section. If we fit a sphere
through this (partial) surface, we obtain a radius of 4.09mm, a deviation of 2.5% from the actual
value.

Ideally, the 4-bucket phase-stepping algorithm removes differences in reflected amplitude
A(x,y) and background illuminationB(x,y), as shown in expression (23). In practice however,
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Fig. 6. The 3-D representation of the sphere in Fig. 1 obtained with digitalLCD moiré.

slight changes inA andB may occur during the subsequent image recordings which can lead to
intensity dependent errors. Even if the lighting and reflection coefficientR(x,y) do not change
andA andB remain stable, large differences inR(x,y) might be problematic.

To test the behavior of our moiré method on large differences in reflectivity, the bigger test
sphere was not coated homogeneously withMgO, but instead was painted diagonally half in
white and half in gray with Chinese ink. A moiré topogram of this surface is shown in Fig.
7(A). In the printed picture, the moiré fringes are barely visible in the dark region, which is
also shown in the cross sections plotted in Fig. 7(B). The intensity drops roughly 9 to 10 times
between the dark and bright region because of the differencein reflectivity R(x,y), but the
height map shown in Fig. 7(C) does not show any artifact. The sphere is perfectly resolved and
continued over the dark-bright boundary, demonstrated in the cross sections and 3-D surface
in Fig. 7(D) and Fig. 7(E). By using a 12-bit camera, the subtle intensity variationsof these
fringes are apparently still resolved.

Fig. 7.A : moiré topogram of a diagonally white-gray painted sphere.B: cross sections along
the lines inA show×10 intensity difference between the two regions.C: the differences in
reflectivity have no influence on the calibrated height map.D: cross sections along the lines
in C, with arrows indicating the bright-dark boundary.E: the 3-D representation ofC with
one of its topograms mapped on the surface, shows again no problems.
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3.5. Fresnel prism

As an application example we measured the topography of a Fresnel prism (Fresnel Optics,
Apolda, Germany) which consists of isosceles right-angledtriangles of measured heightβ =
0.49mmand base widthγ = 1.00mm, shown in Fig. 8. The right angles of the steps are well
resolved (maximal deviation 2.5%) and the length of its isosceles sidesα deviate no more than
0.5% from the real value, indicating that theX-Y-Z calibration of the device is isometric.

Fig. 8. Triangular Fresnel prism with depthβ = 0.49mmand widthγ = 1.00mm. A : cross
section through the calibrated height profile shows right-angled isoscelestriangles.B and
C: 3-D representations of the shape with a topogram mapped on the surface.

4. Discussion

Basically two different methods exist to obtain shape information, each with their specific
(dis)advantages. The first type of method, digital moiré and Fourier based techniques, offers
simplicity of optical setup and speed, as one only needs to project a single static grid and record
a single image. A second grid is not needed, but the projectedlines need to be resolved by the
camera, so even with a high resolution camera, the grid pitchis limited and inversely related to
the height resolution. The fundamental drawback for these techniques lies in the necessary fil-
tering. Digital moiŕe creates the moiré interferograms by multiplying the single recording with
a digital demodulation grid. Grid lines and grid noise stillneed to be removed from the digitally
created fringes by image filtering. These resulting images are typically interpreted by tracing
the fringe intensity maxima and minima [23, 24, 25], followed by interpolation between these
altitude contours to deliver a height map of the entire surface [25, 26, 27]. The drawback of the
Fourier technique also lies in filtering. The object modulates the grid frequency within a certain
range. Only this range of frequencies is of interest and is selected in the fourier spectrum. The
object shape is then obtained by inverse Fourier transform [5, 6]. As high frequency components
are filtered out in digital moiŕe and Fourier based techniques, this inevitably means the object
shape is low pass filtered and steep steps will be smoothed, limiting the in-plane resolution.
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The second type of method, used in the present paper, is basedon optical demodulation
and phase stepping. By using a second grid for optical demodulation, the in-plane resolution
of the camera is fully utilized to obtain a height value for every pixel of the recording device
without using interpolation or image filtering. The 4-bucket phase-stepping algorithm uses four
phase shifted topogram recordings to calculate the object height from the brightness variations
in between moiŕe fringe extremes, independently for every pixel. Even withour modest 12-bit
camera of spatial resolution 640×480 pixels, we achieve already anX-Y measuring resolution
of 19µm. The camera also does not need to resolve the grid lines, but only needs to record the
moiré interference fringes, which have a low spatial frequency.A smaller grid pitch can thus be
applied. The fundamental advantage lies in the fact that thethird dimension of the camera, its
gray scale range, is used to calculate the height values. Thedisadvantage of the phase stepping
technique is the higher complexity of the setup, since an extra grid is present and both need to be
moved in their own plane over exact distances to average out grid noise. Four moiŕe topograms
with different fringe phases are needed for the arctangent method, making phase shifting moiré
inevitably slower than the single image direct recording techniques.

Our projection moiŕe profilometer is based on computer generated grids on liquidcrystals for
projection and optical demodulation, and performs accurate topographic measurements with-
out any mechanically moving component. Theoretically, theuse of liquid crystal grids intro-
duces no new problems to the projection moiré technique, as groups of active and inactive pixel
columns can be used to create straight grid lines on theTFT matrices. Combined with orthog-
onal polarizers, these create the necessary projection anddemodulation grid. In practice, the
fact that our grids need to be shifted onTFT matrices (simultaneously in-phase for grid noise
removal, or relative to each other for phase-stepping with the arctan method), and that the min-
imal displacement distance is one liquid crystalTFT pixel, puts conditions on the phase shifting
and grid period.

The 4-bucket algorithm requires interferograms with fringe phase steps ofπ2 between them,
corresponding top4 relative shifts between the two virtualTFT grids. Therefore the pixel period
ppix needs to be a multiple of 4. Good results are obtained with pixel periodppix = 8, and even
a little better withppix = 12 or 16 or higher. Forppix = 4 (line width p

2 ≈ 25µm) the measure-
ments fail because the fine grid lines are not resolved by the projection and demodulation lens.

The discrete grid averaging theory, presented in section 2.3, demands thatN interferogram
recordings are made, withN also a multiple of four but limited byppix. The theory states that
N = 4 would already be sufficient as it fulfills the prescribed theory. This however only holds
if the entire grid moves between averaging steps. In reality, a liquid crystal pixel orTFT has a
limited fill factor, so a very fine static grid is present whichdoes not move between averaging
steps. The relative contribution of this extra grid can onlybe suppressed by recording more
averaging steps. The number of steps needed, depends on the width of the non-active lines: if
they are small enough, they will not be resolved by the lenses, broader lines will cause a more
pronounced artifact. We therefore measured the residual noise as a function of the averaging
numberN, cf. Fig. 4. Results obtained withN = 4 showed clearly a lower quality than with
higher averaging numbers. With discrete averaging ofN = 8, 12 and certainly 16 recordings all
grid noise is washed away and the theory produces moiré topograms with clear fringes. Higher
averaging numbers do not significantly improve the measurement quality further.

We obtained a fringe plane distanceλ = 0.858mmfor TFT pixel column periodppix = 16.
Avoiding over-exposure and removing the baseline intensity, about 2500 of the 4096 gray values
of our camera are applied in theλ interval with the arctan method. This allows for surface
reconstruction with a resolution of 15µm, as shown in section 3.2. This resolution is the same as
obtained in conventional moiré techniques (for similar applications) with solid Ronchi rulings
[10]. Ronchi grids have a very large contrast ratio while theTFT pixels of the liquid crystal grids
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have a limited contrast ratio, typically between 1 : 100 or 1 :1000. This contrast ratio limits the
range of gray scale values, which in turn effects the height measuring resolution. Our resolution
can in future work be improved using light modulators with a higher contrast ratio and higher
fill factor, eliminating the systematic error and using moredynamic range of the camera.

As we designed our moiré device for measuring the shape and deformation of tympanic
membranes of small mammals [4, 28], our imaging field with magnification 1 : 1 corresponds
to 12.2× 9.1mm. Measurements proved that we maintain a good calibration over the entire
image field and over a depth range of 5mm, cf. Fig. 5. However, as was mentioned in section
3.3, the calibration ratio becomes slightly larger than unity for object points closer to the camera
and a little smaller for deeper points, but less than 5% in thedepth measuring range of 5mm.
This can completely be attributed to the approximation madein (23) where z

L−z ≈
z
L . The effect

of this compromise is limited, and even can be compensated asis described in [11] in the future.
Imaging larger objects is also perfectly possible by changing the setup layout or imaging lenses.

Objects with inhomogeneous reflectivity or different colorcan be imaged without difficulty.
We performed measurements on a gray scale chart with relative density values from a nominal
white of 0.05 to 1.95, and found no effect on the measured height. On a painted sphere with an
intensity drop of 90% on the surface, the topography showed no artifact, cf. Fig. 7.

It is a challenge to analyze surfaces with lots of discontinuities or complex and steep height
differences, especially for correct phase unwrapping. Altitude change between two neighboring
CCD pixels is limited to half the fringe plane distance, if standard unwrapping algorithms are
to be used (such as our MATLAB function). Several authors proposed solutions for this prob-
lem by combining two or more recordings with different pitchinto new advanced unwrapping
algorithms [6, 20], making it possible to unambiguously unwrap the height maps by compari-
son and manipulation of the recordings with different height resolution and inter fringe plane
distance. Moiŕe recordings with different grating pitch were previously achieved by physically
interchanging the grids, or by ingenious methods like rotating the grid [29], projecting a su-
perposition of several grids in different colors [30], or byencoding the projected grid with two
frequencies [6]. With our computerized liquid crystal grids, the implementation of these ad-
vanced phase unwrapping algorithms becomes easy and fast, and needs no physical interaction
anymore with the optical setup: One simply needs to change the virtual grid in the computer
and theLCG’s have another pitch with corresponding sensitivity.

5. Conclusion

We presented a projection moiré profilometer which uses liquid crystal light modulators for
both projection and demodulation grid. Optical demodulation has the fundamental advantage
that the recording camera does not need to resolve individual grid lines, and that high resolution
height information is obtained on every image pixel, by using the gray scale sensitivity of the
camera and phase-stepping. We realized a setup with projection through and optical demod-
ulation on aTFT matrix, combined with grid noise averaging of discretely moving computer
generated grids on liquid crystals. The optical setup was demonstrated with practical measure-
ments, showing a height resolution of 15µm.

The liquid crystal grids offer the advantage over classicalfixed grids that the period of the
grid can be easily adapted: different height sensitivity adjusted to the object surface geome-
try can be obtained without any need for physical intervention in the optical setup, and new
advanced phase-unwrapping algorithms needing several pitches can be easily implemented.
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